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Good nutrition means everything if you want to look and feel your best. Vital5® makes 

advanced daily nutrition simple. Each box contains everything you need to fill nutritional 

gaps, boost immunity, promote natural energy and digestion. Starting with Forever 

Freedom®, the five products in this combo Pak work together perfectly to help you feel your 

best every day. 

English - Forever Freedom  

Spanish - Forever Freedom  

English - Aloe Vera Gel  

English - Aloe Berry Nectar  

English - Aloe Peaches  

Spanish - Aloe Vera Gel  

Spanish - Aloe Berry Nectar  

Spanish - Aloe Peaches  

 

Description 

Advanced nutrition made simple. Vital5® combines five amazing Forever products that work 

synergistically to bridge nutritional gaps and provide key nutrients your body needs to help 

you look better and feel better. The series of systems in your body are like roads on a map and 

at Forever, we call this the Nutrient Superhighway. With Vital5®, you can learn how to 

support every road in the Nutrient Superhighway with an easy-to-follow supplement schedule. 

Vital5® Pak includes: 

Forever Freedom® - 4 one-liter bottles  
Forever Freedom® has all the powerful benefits of the original Forever Aloe Vera Gel® with 

a little something extra to help keep you moving. We've carefully selected ingredients known 

to support healthy joints and compliment your active lifestyle. 



Forever Daily® - one bottle  
This powerful daily multivitamin if enhanced with our exclusive AOS Complex to ensure you 

get the most out of every nutrient contained in Forever Daily®. You’ll get a perfectly 

balanced blend of aloe coated vitamins and minerals so you’ll always know you’re getting 

your daily recommended value of key nutrients.  

 

Forever Active Pro-B™ - one bottle  
With over 8 billion CFU of probiotics, Forever Active Pro-B™ includes clinically-studied 

probiotics in a balanced blend of six strains to promote healthy digestion, enhance nutrient 

absorption and support immune function. 

Forever Arctic Sea® - one bottle  
Advanced nutrition that puts the power of the sea in the palm of your hand. Forever Arctic 

Sea® features our exclusive blend of oils to provide you with a perfectly balanced omega-3 

supplement.  

ARGI+® - one pouch  
Get your daily recommended value of the “miracle molecule” L-Arginine in a convenient 

stick packet. L-Arginine is a powerful amino acid that helps the body create nitric oxide, 

which increases blood flow to major organs and supports cellular function. 

 

 

 
 


